
Pilfers, Legal Shot Pam Pam
We go down in our stylee
For all of the massive dem now
When time we touch up the stage
Guaranteed to move up the crowd

Legal Shot dem ahfi bust now
because we ruff ruff raggamuffin.
Legal shot dem ahfi bust now because we raggamuffin.
Look how we ragga and we jumbo

Easy now decima settle now angela
Dem girls are the champion bubblers

Draw down now on mi corner top the agenda
Dat ah reggae mania
No war monger  neither backbiter fi even dare
Think about fi enter
Ragga muffin control dis ah corner
No pussy test cos we ah di ruler

Legal Shot dem ahfi bust now
because we ruff ruff raggamuffin.
Legal shot dem ahfi bust now because we raggamuffin.
Look how we ragga and we jumbo

We gonna ride into town me and the crew and the possey
Searching for the boy who just rape this young lady
We're gonna hang his raw carcus out on the galee
If we can't find no galee we'll hang out on the nearest tree

Pam pam hey ahs just the sound of a gun
another rude budebwoy get shot down

Now there was seven Jamaican badboys from the altar of the sun
And they were looking for some revenge from some guy that raped dis women
So when the shots bust and the smoke cleared in the valley of the dead
Oh well these seven Jamaican badboys shot another bad man down

Pam pam hey ahs just the sound of a gun
another rude budebwoy get shot down
Pam pam hey ahs just the sound of a gun
another rude budebwoy get shot down

I got a call from Angela and she was in deress
No there is danger of me losing my happiness
So I loaded up my glock  I didn't stop
I jumped in my Lexus

As I reach upon the scene you know sey shot
Would have fi lick
Before she cry eyewater eyewater on my shoulder

Pam pam hey ahs just the sound of a gun
another rude budebwoy get shot down

Cartoon Platoon comeout at full moon
Just like a stalker they want to consume
Life life has so many many moods
Somebody somebody  wants to be in somebody somebody's shoes
Want it on a platter but they don't pay dues
Give them the power but they don't have tools
Show them the signs but they can't read clues
Give them freedom but they don't know the rules
Like apples on trees fall and get bruise



See how dem dazed &amp; see how dem confused
Better know the elements that's around you
How long do the fools wish to be fools
Look in yourself for yourself  to rescue
Cus we possess the wisdom of the guru
Many are called chosen are few
From und get fide power you better know what to do
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